SystemONE

system architecture

Stylish solutions for creating complete workplace environments
SystemOne is a comprehensive range of architecture, furniture and worktool elements
for creating complete workplace environments. From desking for one person to outfitting
a complete building, it enables the systematic shaping and furnishing of individual and
team spaces to create optimized work environments.
A system with a wide selection of modular elements, SystemOne enables the flexible
shaping of workplace space, with layouts to meeting the changing demands of
businesses, and the evolving needs of their individuals, teams and organization. Its smart
design optimizes the use of space in the workplace. Modular elements support cost
efficient management through the use of shared components such as panels and legs,
and easy reconfiguration and reuse of individual elements as businesses grow
and layouts change.
SystemOne supports the easy integration of technology with internal and external cable
management. A wide range of finishes complement contemporary design to reflect a
company’s identity and branding.
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Creative solutions for the way you work
SystemOne’s range of elements enables the design of inspiring workplaces to support different types of work.
It begins with three base worksurface shapes: L-shape corner cove worksurfaces support privacy for concentrated
task work; 120-degree worksurfaces promote team work by opening lines of sight to other team members and
making work visible; bench worksurfaces support team work and mobile workers who are often on the move.
The tops mix and match with panels, storage, worktool accessories and other elements to create complete
workplace environments. The shaped metal leg makes SystemOne compatible with most Ultra desking systems.
Add the wide choice of finishes, colors and textures and you have the makings of an inspired workplace, that is
flexible, versatile and open for growth.
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Integrated cable management
SystemOne’s cable management supports the integration of technology in the work place. Internal and external cabling
solutions bring data and power connectivity to the worksurface, supporting ‘plug-and-play’ capabilities.

External cable management

Internal cable management

Desktop power access

Desktop power socket

Cable raiser
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Creating Inspiring Flexible Workplaces.

L-shape worksurface creates private space for
individual tasks requiring confidentiality and
concentration.

120-degree worksurfaces combine individual workspaces
in an open setting that encourages connections in a larger
team.

Bench style layout enhances communication and
interaction between team members.

Combining two L-shape worksurfaces supports team collabo
ration and individual task work within a shared space.
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Optimizing the way you work
A range of worktool accessories that mount onto the slatwall panel skin help individuals to personalize their workspace,
optimizing the way they work by keeping essential papers and tools off the desktop yet close at hand.

Stationary tray

Document tray

Paper file

Letter tray

Versatile storage options
A selection of storage options includes mobile pedestal, supporting shelves and hanging shelves, help to keep files and
folders organized and out of the way, but close at hand.

Fixed open shelf unit

Mobile pedestal

Overhead storage unit
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Architectural elements shaping space
SystemOne panels for defining and shaping space are available in two panel thicknesses, 35mm and 60mm. They are
available in a wide range of heights and widths, and a variety of finishes including metal, slatwall, clear or frosted temper
glass and acrylic, as well as fabric in a range of colors.

Internal cable management
The 60mm panels support internal cable management for routing of data and power cabling through the workplace,
supporting plug-and-play capabilities at the worksurface.

External cable management
The 35mm and 60mm panels accommodate MB Cable Bars which can be hung on the panels in any position, simplifying
routing of cables to the worksurface.
Panels can be connected using In Line (Straight), L, T, V, Y and X joints, enabling the flexible shaping of workplace layouts.
They enable quick and easy expansion of existing layouts by connecting extra elements as required.
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